SPORTS AUDIO

Bringing your audience even closer to the experience

Hear the hits, the humor, and the leadership
Enhancing fan engagement is the objective. By capturing more audio from the field of play, from the players themselves or
from the actual field, Q5X transmitters are the smartest and best choice.

Enhanced audio for sports
PlayerMic® and RCAS™ technology was originally designed for the NBA in order to mic players, over 10 years ago. They

were built to be unobtrusive, safe, and not interfere with the game. It is still the only bodypack transmitter allowed by the
NBA. Weighing roughly 2 ounces and sitting at less than 1/2 an inch (1.3 cm) thick, the body of this transmitter flexes to fit
almost completely flush with the body. The internal lithium battery provides 8 hours of run time. If size is more important,
the scaled down PlayerMic S is 40% shorter and has a run time of 4 hours.
The CoachMicTM is fitted with a large, easy-use, rocker-style audio mute switch on the end of the transmitter that allows
the wearer to be confident that nothing unplanned can be overheard. To expand on the need for privacy, the CoachMic
with digital encryption is the best choice and is compatible with Shure Axient® Digital receivers.

Unlike anything else
Q5X bodypacks are smaller than conventional transmitters and sweat-resistant or waterproof. All Q5X bodypacks use
internal rechargeable batteries, and they are tough. Broadcasters, leagues and teams across multiple professional sports
all use Q5X transmitters because of the safety factor and remote control. The MicCommander™ remote control allows
the transmitter to be placed where desired, hours before the game, ready for the technician to power on the transmitters
from outside the locker room. Remote control functionality allows monitoring and complete over-ride control of all
transmitter settings including physical switches.

Player Audio is the Future
Q5X transmitters have revolutionized audio capture for televised sports.
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